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Architect Comments on Arts Center

Connecticut,

Monday

November

Internship Program
Offered to Juniors

Student Org Faculty Members
Give Ideas on Campus Issues

The
Government
Department
has announced
that this year it is

offering qualified Juniors the opportunity to enrich their academic
experience
by participating
in an
expanded Summer Internship Pro-

gram in 1966.
As in the past, four or five students will be recommended
for the
Mt. Holyoke Internship Program in

Washington, D. C., aud two Cer-

Richard Sharpe
Mr. Richard Sharpe,

a distin- grant to study urban and regional

man-speaking
interns will be appointed for summer work in Berlin.
Additionally,
this year's program
will offer two new internships: one
at a United Nations Mission in New

York City, probably that of Ugan-

guished practicing architect cur- planning at the University of Liverda; and another international
inrently teaching at Connecticut
Col- pool.
probably
in a refugee
In 1961 he attended, at the re- ternship,
lege, predicts that the Arts Center
will be the "new heart of the cam- quest of the a.A.S., the first Pan- agency in Geneva.
Participation
in the Internship
American Congress, held in Lima,
pus."
Program
provides
valuable training
The Congress discussed
a
In a telephone interview, Sharpe Peru.
and offers special opportunities
not
for a South American
said that the arts were playing an proposal
available
in
most
regular
summer
Market
in association
increasingly important role on cam- Common
with the Alliance for Progress. Such jobs. With the exception of the
pus and that the new building
Berlin interns,
students
who reshould be a vital part of the college a program already exists in Central
ceive internship
assignments
are
scene. Enthusiastic about the an- America.
usually expected to work without
Sharpe
recently
completed
a
new
nouncement
that Skidmore, Ownpay. However, besides making a
ings & Merrill would design the wing of the Williams School at
small basic grant to each intern, the
the
south
end
of
campus
and
the
new building, he said he was "sure
Government
Department
will innew presidential
and administrait will be a building of distinction."
augurate for next summer's group
tive
offices
at
the
University
of
Sharpe is teaching the course in
the practice of making supplementat Storrs.
modern architecture
which covers Connecticut
al grants-in-aid
on the basis of inHe
is
currently
president
of
the
the architecture of the nineteenth
dividual. need.
Connecticut
Chapter
of
the
Ameriand twentieth centuries, but he is
Juniors interested in participating
call Institute of Architects
and a
primarily
a practicing
architect,
Internship
member of the International
Rela- in the 1966 Summer
who describes
his own style as
Program are urged to obtain furtions
Committee
of
the
American
"contemporary,"
ther information and the proper apSharpe has been in private prac- Institute of Architects.
Last year Sharpe received
an plication forms from Professor Martice since 1956. He received his
chap- jorie Dilley as soon as possible, defiB.A, from the University of Penn- award from the Connecticut
Comter
of
the
A.I.A.
for
tbe
design
of nitely before Thanksgiving.
sylvania
School of Architecture.
pleted forms must be returned by
Upon graduation
he obtained
a a private residence.
December 1.

Symphony Orchestra to Present First
Performance In Palmer Auditorium

By Lynn Kinsell
Student Organization,
a committee comprised of four students and
fiv.e faculty members, makes the final decision on measures
passed
through Student Government.
Because
three
of the faculty
members
have recently
assumed
their positions on the committee,
Conn Census believes it to be in
the community's
interest to review
their attitudes on many of the issues to be considered
by Student
Org. this year.
Mrs. Jeanne Prokesch of the Zoology and Chemistry Departments
was unavailable
for interviewing.

College Chorus
To Sing Sunday

The Eastern
Connecticut
Sym- from his annual concert and recital
The Fall Vesper Service of Music
phony Orchestra, conducted by Mr. tour of Europe for Columbia Artwill
be performed by the ConnectiVictor Norman, will present its first ists,
"This is the beginning of the cut College Chorus under the diperformance
of the season in Palrection of Mr. Charles _Shackford
mer Auditorium
Sunday, Novem- 20th season in New London, quite
a milestone for us," said Mr. Nor- Sunday evening, November 14.
ber 14, at 8,30 p.m.
The "Concerto in G for Two VioOpening the program will be man.
The orchestra is composed of 60 lins, Opus 8" by Giuseppe Torelli,
Symphony No.6, formerly known
century Italian commusicians from the Coast Guard an eighteenth
as No.1, in D Major, by Dvorak.
poser, will be the instrumental muThe premiere
performance
of Band and the Hartford and Provisic prelude to the service. Patricia
Preludio by Rosolino DeMaria will dence Symphonies.
Gumo and Judith Miller, students
Originally, it was two orchestras,
follow. DeMaria is a native of Italy
of Mrs. Margaret Wiles, will be the
the
Willimantic
Symphony
Orchesand has been a summer resident of
Ira formed in 1921, and the New violinists with Cynthia Miller, who
Niantic for 30 years. He recently
un d e r Mr. James
retired from the Bell Telephone London Civic Orchestra formed in is studying
Hour Orchestra
with which he 1946. Although they are now com- Dendy, as organ accompanist.
The repertory
for this evening
bined, for every performance'
in
played cello.
Closing the performauce will be New London there is a perform- will include "Prayer for Peace" by
Clair Leonard, "To the Queen of
the Piano Concerto in A Minor by ance in Willimantic.
According to Mr. Norman, "the Peace of Heaven" by Thomas DWlSchumann.
Raymond Hanson, soEnglish
comloist, is the chairman of the Hartt orchestra has come a long way from hill, contemporary
College of Music, University
of 20 years ago. It is now quite a pro- poser, aud "My Shepherd will supply my need" by an American confessional group."
Hartford.
He recently
returned
temporary composer, Virgil Thomson.

College to Honor Dante in Exhibit of
Episodes From The Devine Comedy

Highlighting the program will be
a vocal performance of Mr. Schackford's "Give ears to my words, 0

Lord," titled from the Fifth Psalm,

of ten contemporary
Italian artists.
which he wrote for the wellesley
Viewers will be able to compare
these modem
interpretations
of College Chorus in 1953.
"Cantata
No. 78, No. 2 Duet:
Dante's "Divine Vision" with those
doch
of Botticelli, Dore, aud Blake, Wir eilen mits schwachen,
emisgen
Scritten,
0
[esu,"
will
be
whose illustrations
will also be on
sung by Susan Worley and Eleanor
display.
Violoncello
accomOther works, such as a musical Hackenburg.
I through November 15.
paniment will be by Francee Ratscore
for
Gabrielle
D'Annunzio's
The Instituto Culturale Italiano
ansky, student
of Mrs. Dorothy
of New York has lent the prints to play Francesca da Rimini, will comFidlar.
The Chorus will conclude
plete
the
exhibit.
the College as part of the internaits performance
with two Bach
It is hoped that visual contact
tional Settecentenio
celebration.
pieces: "jesu, joy of man's Hestrwith
the
poetic
voyage
will
enrich
The drawings, water colors, and
tng," and "Blessing, glory, and wislithographs, depicting twenty-three students' ascent and descent past
dom, and thanks."
the
bard-at-the-top-of-the-stairs.
scenes and characters, are the work

Connecticut
College
will fete
Dante on the seven- hundredth
anniversary of his birth with an exhibit of illustrations
of episodes
from the Divine Comedy.
The illustrations will occupy the display
cases of the library from November

Price 10 cents
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The faculty voted on a trial run
of abolishing "no-cut days," but discussed marty significant points for
and against

the idea.

Woody complains that sma II
classes could not be planned without some guarantee
that anyone
would attend. His other objection
involves the Dean's vacation
addresses and reasonable
estimation
as to the location of each student.

" ... Girls disappear early aud
wbo knows WHERE they are?" he
remarked.
Holden

viewed

the

issue

geo-

graphically. He would like to see
more traveling

time permitted

for

Mr. Melvin Woody of the Philos- those girls who live far away. He
ophy Department,
and Mr. William also points out that Yale abolished
Holden of the Education
Department both responded
actively to
questions concerning:
1. Cars on Campus
2. Unlimited over
nigh
t s for
freshmen
3. Men in rooms on Saturday
with doors closed

4. Calendar days
5. Cut system for gym
6. Telephones in rooms
On the' question
of cars,

both

calendar days and the affect
class attendance was negligible.

Perhaps: Woody - 'no;' Holden'yes'.
To give freshman unlimited overnights would be, in Holden's words,

"academically

bad."

Woody

also

feels it unadvisable,
A more liberal cut policy for gym
attendance
is favored by Woody.
Holden declined to comment.
"Men in the rooms," beg a n

Woody and Holden reacted to the Woody, "ultimately
economic disadvantages
but for entirely different reasons.
Whereas
Holden feels the expense of new parking lots would be
prohibitive
and utilize too much
campus space, Woody considered
the expense for the student.

on

concerns the

relationship
between
the parents
and the college administration."
He has no objection to the issue.
Girls should be permitted responsible freedom, but he points out the
possibility of parental disapproval.

The "closed-door policy," for all
'The girls should be able to get its practical purposes, has an embi-

around better," he mused, but add- valent connotation. The hearty male
ed that we simply could not man- laughter and rock and roll music
age another 1200 cars. At present,
echoing out of a neighboring
door
he faces the problem of trying to and down the hall will drive any
drive to classes through the crowds. student to the library when she has
Setting a point average below work to do. She should not be dewhich one would not be permitted
nied the reasonable
quiet of her
a car might decrease
the large room by open door uproar.

figure.
Woody spoke., of having

Holden did not disapprove of the
"dis- policy and indicated that our moral

cussed the matter in faculty conference," at which time the possibility
of car rental, individually
or by
groups to reduce cost, was constdered. They reached the conclusion
that even if parking lots opened off
the main campus, traffic would be
beyond endurance.
At this point, without
further
consideration,
one might predict
that Holden would vote 'no' and
Woody vote 'yes.'
Many women's
colleges
have
phones in dormitory rooms. The installation
of phones at Conn has
been vaguely considered
too expensive.
What is too expensive?
The element of cost is the only

drawback, as Holden and Woody
point out ... otherwise one might
predict both their votes to be 'yes.'

'actions

should

be up to our own

judgment.
In a final estimation, before Student
Organization
consideration,
one might predict that the attitudes

of Holden and Woody on these issues are as follows:

Holden

Woody

negative
positive

positive
positive

calendar

positive

negative

days
4. Unlimited
freshmau

negative

negative

I. Cars
2. Phones

3. Abolish

overnights
5. Gym cuts
6. Men in
rooms

positive
positive

positive

Koine Drive Gets Underway
Order 1966 Yearbook Now
book.
The subscription
d r i v e for
Whatever
else you may have
KOINE 66 is now underway!
You
may order your copy of the year- heard about the new yearbook,
book now through your KOINE this year's KOINE promises to be
dorm rep or contact jjll McKelvie,
the most inspired record of ConBox 301. The price is $6.00 for necticut College life ever issued on
underclassmen
and $8.00 for sen- this campusl
Don't pass up this
iors. Seniors will receive, in ad- opportunity
to order, as no indidition to the yearbook to be issued
vidual copies will be available for
in May, a special supplement
of
purchase in the spring.
SubscripGraduation
Weekend
1966 which
tion
deadline
is
November
12.
may be affixed to the back of the
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Topic of Candor

he walked in (I) pleasure in solitude. Jean Lesotte
Marie La farouc e wa
. .
d fD
.. '
By Rae Downes
(2)
an 1 and eontem- ill
his stu yo erange, wrote. We
Established
1916
Just about everyone has a few the woods dd' \e P'~rre cried (3). feel that Derange became aware
Published by the students of ConnecticutGollegeevery Mondaythroughplative. Su endy 'h ve been un- of solitude in the woods in 1830
out the college year from September to June, except dwing mid-years and Pet peeves which penetrate in. to th.e
i
Many stu res a
h
.d .
.
academic realms. My favorite th 15·
e's use of the when e tne ill vam to get used
vacations.
year has become long and .some- dertak,~.n
"o~ ~ed:~e Marie's frol- to a new set of false teeth which
Second class entry authorizedat New London,Connecticut.
times superfluous footnotes ill my ~or? thmf 0 t The oriainal edi- he had made for him by.his dentist
eores. in 1835 when De- PIerre P'rqued en,t him seIf a cIose
Rep
fcII' N.doaal
A.dYfttUiac by
Member
textbooks. I have foundF renehlcsm
.
ubhshed
Natiooal Advertising Service, 1Dc.
books to be the worst offenders in non, P
till
rvous student at confidant of the novelist. Derange
Associated Colleziate
Press this. respect.
range
was s saws
.sho- that the au- was prone to taking
CoUece Pub1isben RepreseDtative
eoth
Sorbonne
hi long walks in
IS East 50 St.
NewYork, . Y.
Although I am sure that the edi- e
d the
d "through" in. the woods near s country estate
Intercolleeiate
Press
e war
-...:--....
·Lof ~·Saa
F....a.eo
eotors of publications 0 f great wo.rks thor use
f ". »S
bsequent editions where h e couId remove th em tem~.
akin
stead
0
m.
u
.
.
Co-Editors-iD-Chief
have the best intentions in mg.
hed aft D range's tonsillec- poran'1y WIithout hiIS dommeenng
Janet Matthews,Tessa Miller
very sure that the student reads pubhs. 183;rsho: this significant mother's kno:vled!?6. More infor,
with precise understanding of the tomy ill.
le. MichaeleVauxrien, mation ?n this p.Oilltmay be had
Editorial Staff
material, the result in some cases change IdnstyfD nge pointed out by reading Maunee Leboeufs The
News Editor
Rae Downes '()1
seems to be deterring the reader ~ a.stu yo" This ~udden and Dentures of Derange and Their In.
Aaistant News EditOl"
Barbara Brinton '68
from the main point by involving SIgni.6:antly , . M Derange's Huence Upon His Style or Paul PiFeature Editor
Leslie White '66
Ib
h f' f
ti shocking c han
ge m .
. ill . tin D tal FI
A
.Assistant Feature EditOl"
Pat Altobello'68
her in a a yrint 0 ill orma on
ha be th mystere inconnu erre s umma g en
ux,
Copy Editor
.
Mary M~
'66
that she will not, cannot and can story . s en the 20th century. Study of Tooth Care in 19th CenMakeup Editon
. ,....... . Betsy North 66
f
b . g
of cntics ill
e
F
AdvertisiDg
MidgeAu Werter '68,
seeTnoreakasonor r~rntemleaernnl
'Wl'11 Reading of Derange's letters ha~ turyp: ~a~ceo.
·bl d
Fran Wattenberg'68
0 m e my porn C
,
I d th t th word "through' 3. lerre s name ISvery pOSSIy e•
M anager...
Mary EDen Daley '66
m'
vent a French dclassic. af wondere dadpre omm
e. antly m' tl,ose rl'ved
from that
denBlUm...
.
full
el revea
was use
.'
P' ofdDerange's
t (
O'

I

•

~~r

~:o:.:.::::::::
. .....
::.::::::::::.:::
:::::
~~::J:C4f~:~~!s

a:~

B· t 1'68
Tre~c~~~~rh : T~~~:sl~:~~n~ written bde~?r~,1837,pi~~~~~~;
~~
aP~~~~:fri~~~e
ro::~~o~~
. Wendy
Susan Frei
rg "ffl ue os 0
other than the renowned
the wn
worto t ,10
was1 ' untl'l 1838"
the' author. Although the characWillson
I kPhilippe
h len
le nove
.
Enid Groeneveld
Derange. Let's take a 00 at t ,e 0 M
lkl stthrough the ter of Chevredent, a drunkard and
0
Senior Board
opening lines of Mr. Deranges ....
ane s wa
Annette AIlwardt, Regina Gambert, C'hristineSchreyer,NaomiSilverstone,story with the editor's dubiously woods indicates cognizance of a
(Continued on Page 5)
Marcia Geyer, Eleanor Abdella. Stall
__ _
_hh~el~p~fu~l..':n~o~te:s:.... -;-_~Po~p~u".la~r--';ro~m~a::n~b~·c:-:th~e~m~e=.~t=h~at~o;:;_f~----'-LizzieDean, MollyHageboeck,Terry Hogan.WendyJames.Ruth Kunstad•. We are fortunate enough to have a faculty-stude~t
mtio
Marianna
Kaufman.
Goldstein,
Kathy
I'SrelatI'vely small,' the possibilities for commUnICatIOn
AthenaDemos,
Lynn Jann
Kinsell,Mackenzie,Gail
Nancy Finn, Wendy
Green,
Ellen Spendlove.that
McCreery.

Cartoonists
..
SubscriptionManager
F'botograph,.
,

.1,

I

Eultorla ••.
· ·tY
Th e Silence 0f th e MaJOrl
'J·

•

FOR BEITER
When Richard Bernstein, a well-liked' Yale professor,
was denied tenure last year, college students all over the
country protested.
The Bernstein case, became the focus
of the larger question of the s~d~nts
ngh,t to evaluat.e
their teachers.
At present, admInIstrators
m many UnIversities
are recognizing
that right.
Yale, C.C.N.Y.,
Queens and others are offering s~dents
mean~ of criticizing their professors-means
rangmg from detaIled questionnaires to a voice in tenure decisions.
Where should
Connecticut
stand in this trend, if it is indeed a trend,
toward encouraging
students' formal judgment of their
?
h
teac ers.
Our first consideration
must be the size and character
of the college. The tenure situation is not a problem here,
and that area' need not concern us. Nor does the problem
of student-faculty
communication
exist on this campus in
B y an d Iarge,
the ways that it does at Iarge universities.
we have access to our teachers.
They, personally, grade
our papers, lead our discussion groups, and make themselves available for private conferences and consultatIOns.
In these encounters
we do evaluate them. A sea of
blank faces is a criticism. A bad crop of hourlies is a judgment. No teacher is inImune to this kind of appraisal.
A
written questionnaire,
self-conscious at b.est~ irresponsl obIe
and malicious at worst, is inconsequentIal
m the face of
this daily evaluation.
Where this degree of familiarity obtains, we d? not need
to drag in relatively artificial means of evaluation.
Co~d
d
ill
Ik
t
th err
cemed students
0, an
w· continue to, ta
0
teachers about classroom problems.
In the event that written questionnaires,
for the exclusive perusal of the individual faculty member, were adopted or enforced on a wide scale here, the results could not
inh erent d angers. B ecause th·ere IS no se t for justify the'
mula for effective teaching, the criticisms leveled at a particular professor might be as numerous and varied a>sthe
critiCS. The human tendencies of both students and teachers to blame personal failure on the other side would be
reinforced on the student side. Even in the unlikely case
that twenty questionnaires
pointed to one inadequacy
0f
the teacher, it is improbable
that he could change hImself even if he wanted to. And this is the point, in many
cases students would be demanding
just that. Teaching
is to some extent self-expression,
and is limited by the
Personality of the teacher, even as the student's perform0

are, indeed, great.
k
f
Connecticut
also holds a position in the top mn s 0
the academic world-a rank that is largely determined by
the quality of our professors.
.,
We're small, and we're good, but there IS stIll something wrong. Although the possibilities for exchange beI
.
t
tween a student and her professor certain y eXIst,
enough students take advantage of this oppo~ni~y-t
e
majority are silent.' Although this is a good mstItutIon,
it could be a better one.
If students were given a voice in appraising their teachers, a certain rapport would be established which is, at
£resent, sadly lacking. Whether a course is taught as a
ecture or as a discussion. the decision is ma d e on t h e
basis of the content of the course, the personality of the
professor and the department's
concept of their students'
abilities.
Most Freshmen courses are lectures; _they are
surveys and are often dull. Shouldn't the professor be
made aware of hI's students' attitudes? Freshmen attending lectures may not be as bright as they think or as deserving as they think, but should they not be given a
chance to express their views?
A written criticism is often a more effective means of
th an t h e spo k en wor d ; it is b at h anonycommunication
mous and precise. A student may believe that a direct
confrontation
with her teacher puts the judgment on too
personal
a level. A carefully prepared
questionnaire
would allow the student to consider the course content,
de-emphasizing
personality. This more objective approach
is worth the teacher's considemtion.
.
A faculty committee at Cornell, formed by the faculty
council, said that undergradllate
teaching at Cornell,
"though generally conscientious, often very good and occasionally brilliant, commands neither the attention nor
the status it deserves." After conferring with dissatisfied
students. the committee sai d , "We do not find them to be
a noisy uninformed minority whose complaints can be dismissed without serious consideration."
In fact, the report
said, educators ought to be seriously concerned.about
"the
silence of the maJ·ority."

Ph

This same report can be applied to the undergraduate
teaching at Connecticut
College.
I propose that a student committee be formed, selected
by the Student Government, to compose a questionnaire
and issue it to the faculty. The professors should handle
th
f
h
I h d
the form as
ey see it. T e resu ts soul
be for their
information
alone.
The teachers here may fear, with good reason, the way
a poll would be handled. An evaluation of this sort can
become a popularity
contest. and if published by and
merely for the students, it could be disastrous.
I'
The question must a so arise concerning the quality of
ance is limited.
the opinions expressed.
Should Dean's List students be
Our best bet is to accept their limitations
as sympa- the only ones to fill out the form? Should all students be
thetically as we can, and focus our critical faculties on concerned?
The first possibility is perhaps to narrow' the
ill·
adequacI'es
d
h
'
our own.
secon , per aps too b roa d . T h e answer is open to debate.
J.L.M.
I
h
th
f
h
I h
II
n any case, w en
e ?r.o essor sees t e resu ts, e wi
Should students be given a voice in teacher evalua- find that many of the opmIOns are too subjective and unjustified, if only that students-because
they are students
tion at Connecticut
College?
-are not in a position to judge their professors or evaluate
At present, there is no formal process at Connecticut
them adequately.
But some of their opinions will survive
by which the student may criticize or commend her proand will be thoughtfully
considered by the faculty. For
fessor. Some professors do issue questionnaires,
but there
some
comments
we
have
are
not only correct, but at presare not many of them. Perhaps Connecticut
is a small
ent
unknown
to
our
professors.
enough institution
that no formal method
is needed.
T.M.

OR FOR WORSE

LETTERS

To tbe Editor:
The November 1 issue of the
Conn Census contains errors in
fact which ought to be corrected
in the next issue. In the short
article entitled "Graduates Enroll
Here," you do not accurately state
the position of graduate students
enrolled in the Deparbnent nf Psychology.
The Deparbnent of Psychology
has enrolled 27 graduate students
in the
While
I am
no'
surefall
of semester.
the official
enrollment
throughout the College. I do know
'that 27 is more than half of tbe
51 students you claim for the entire Colfege. That bit of arithmetic
aside, your main offense is that
you write as if all. our students are
involved in a two-year work-study
program at some affiliated hns
pital. Unwittingly or otherwise
you are perpetuating the same er
ronenus
that when
the Office
of
Press impression
Relations left
.hat
office wrote a s.ory for the New
Lnndon Day.
Now here are .he facts about
the 27 students currently enrolled
in our M.A. sequences: 5 students
ate part-time graduate assistant
who help
the instructional five
ae
tivity
of theindepartment-these
students hold college appoint
ments; 2 students are research as
sistants who work with deparbnent
faculty who hold federal research
grants; 1 student
here
scholarship
awardedis by
theoncola
lege; 2 students are assigned to
the work-study program in phySIO
logical psychology at Ha~tfor~
Hospital; 6 students are aSSlgn~
to the work-study programs III
clinical psychological research at
Nnrwich and Connecticut. Valley
hospitals; and the remaining II
students can be classified as self
supporting (through p e rs 0 n a
funds, although some of thlS group
are full- or part-time employed off
campus).
'For students who hnld service
appoinbnents (deparbnental as'
sistantships; research asslS)ta~~~
and work-study appointees.
normal program nf study is a 2·
year sequence of courses. Students
who are "on their own" can theoretically complete all the work for
.the M.A: in a single year. althou~h
of
stur Y
praet'lcaI consl'derations
( . h
es a plus
a
l
curncu um
eIg t cours
thesis) extend.the time beyond one
year. Naturally. students who take
a very reduced program cOlM take
as long as the 4-vear penod
by the. rules of ~ Acollege
completinn of the
Sincerely yours,
Robert L. Rhyne
I
AsSIstantProfessor of Psycho ogy

i
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Community Fund To Begin
Annual Drive This Tue S d.ay
The Connecticut College Com- quaint the donor with the activities
munity Fund will begin its annual of each charity. Special note should
drive on Tuesday, November 9.
be given to the fact that a large
This year's campaign was or- percentage of the proceeds will be
ganized by Leslie Asmuth ('66) used to bring foreign students to
assisted by the members of a our campus.
newly created Community Fund
While the charities remain the
Committee. Committee members same, solicitations will undergo
includ~ Barbara Goff('66), Peggy some changes. Instead of the
Rifkm( 66), ,Marcia
Hunter('67), drawn-out process of pledging in
DIane Cole ( 68), and Georgia Huck the fall and paying in the spring,
('68). Mr. Edgar Mayhew of the all pledges will now be collected
art department serves as the faculty within a month. Pledge cards will
advisor.
be distributed in each donn by the
After carefully reviewing the Service League dorm representacampaigns of recent years, the com- tives on Tuesday, November 9,
mittee has decided to maintain and collected Thursday, November
many previous procedures as well 11.
as introducing some innovations.
The payments of all pledges
In accordance with past years, must be received by Thursday,
the proceeds will benefit the same December 7. Thanksgiving vacarecipients. These include the Con·
tion should provide students with
necticut College Foreign Students
Fund; National Scholarship Fund the chance to "replenish" their
for Negro Students (NSFNS), Ex- funds!
SigniBcantly, Community Fund
periment ip International Living,
Learned House, World University is the only charity drive on campus.
Service (WUS), and Save the Chil- With this in mind, each student is
dren Federation.
asked to contribute generously
Articles appearing in the next toward this year's goal of eight
two issues of Conn Census will ac- thousand dollars.

Play "The Fantastiks" Restores
Faith And Reasserts Beauty
by Wendy Green
colored tissue paper create a "once
The presentation of the familiar upon a yesterday or today or to·
theme "without a hurt the heart is morrow" atmosphere.
hollow" is the essence of "The
The lyrics of Tom Jones and
Fantastiks," a musical that has music of Harvey Schmidt include
played in three hundred American the popular "Try t~ Remember"
cities and in twenty-five foreign and "Soon It's Gonna Rain." There
countries. Since its opening in is no orchestra, but a piano and
1960, this show has become the harp, which, like the lighting and
longest running current production paper, fill the room with light and
in New York City, and is presently darl:cness.
still at the S.ullivan Street PlayThere is unadulterated
truth
house.
throughout the play, in the girl
Once upon any time, the father Luisa, when she says "I love to
of any girl arranges a «marriage of taste my tears. I am special. I am
convenience'~. The fathers of these special! Please-; God, please! Don't
two children are like all parents; let me be normaIl"; in the boy
they know: "Your daughter brings Matt's love which is 'love better'
a young man home, Says 'Do you far than a metaphor could ever,
/ like him, PaP' Just say that he's a ever be.
."; in the frustration
fool, and then you've got a son- of two fathers, "Plant a beanstalk,
in-Iawl" So the fathers build a wall Get a beanstalk, Just the same as
and let nature take her course.
Jack. Then if you doo't like it,
When the children fall in love, You can always take it back. But
the fathers arrange for a rape ("I if your issue doesn't kiss you, Then
know you prefer abduction, but I wish you luck. For once you've
the proper word is rape ... short planted children you're absolutely
and dignified,") in which the boy stuckI"; and fina)ly in the silence
saves the girl, the fathers 'recon- which follows the question "Who
ciliate,' tear down the wall and can understand the reaping of the
grain, or why spring is born out of
have a "Happy Ending."
But when the darkness that hid winter's laboring pains?"
In the current cast of actors, the
the secret meetings turns to light,
Matt sees that Luisa has freckles, perfonnances of the fathers, the
and somehow he is shorter than two actors, Matt and the Mute are
Luisa had thought. They part, excellent. EI Gallo is not quite as
"A boy may go. The girl must stay. gallant as we perhaps might exThus runs the world away." The pect. Luisa's voice has a definite
Irish-type lilt which detracts from
wall is reconstructed.
Only when both children become her singing and speaking. Apart
"not evil, but a little worldly wise" from these two flaws, the play redo they once more join hands mains warm and alive.
If last fall's television presentawith the knowledge that they
must "leave the wall ...
always tion discouraged playgoers, the
failure can be attributed to an
leave the wall."
The use of color is brilliant. abortive gesture. There is nothing
Because there is no scenery other that can restore faith and reassert
than a moon and a sun, color is beauty in much the same way
employed for effects. Colored ,as the playhouse production of
lighting combined with transparent "The Fantastiks."

College Literary Magazine Adds Six
Members to Creative Writing Board
Sis girls have been added to the
Creative Writing Board of Insight.
Pat Gaynor, Jody Callisen, Suzan
Wommack, and Pam Batson will
serve on the board itself, while
Joan Dimow and Rita Miller,
freshmen, wiII be on the apprentice board.
Approximately 25 girls competed
for these six posts. Each girl was
given a poem and short story to
analyze. A mock meeting of the
board was then held during which

candidates could exchange criticisms of the material.
The first issue of Insight this
year will be in marked contrast to
previous magazines. Appearing before Christmas, the magazine will
concentrate on short stories and
photography rather than poetry
and art work, as in the past. This
is the first issue in four years to
feature photos. Karen Stockman is
the head of the present Creative
Writing Board.

Thanksgiving Fast for Freedom to Help
I

Combat Segregation In Mississippi
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By Jane Silver

Thursday
ovember 18, Con- poverty using money from the
necticut College will participate in Thanksgiving Fast for Freedom for
a nationwide Thanksgiving Fast self-help projects.
For Freedom,
Students will sign up in their "'1. S p,,-l.o,oAa. y~ ~.~.f
••""
Sponsored by the National Stu- dorms to miss dinner on Thursday c.'(ts ....wce ,
"j
dent Association and endorsed by November 19 ana a check will be ~/-W~p t.v."'" 'lZl'-tV',s ...,«
President Johnson, the fast is an sent to the NSA for the amount of
""k.e" 10
:r "'-..,e
attempt to combat the segregated money the meals would have cost. d' 1)) :5ltvClo\ ~"t' "'i
.fou ....
economy of Mississippi.
It is mandatory to sign up before~
t.lClI\~'
~""CZ o...~i""J4v}!
Welfare services to egroes in Wednesday November 10 so Miss API~ ~o
1/1.:1 "tV~A ....\
Miss. are clearly inadequate. There Vorhees can order the proper --tel""'
._ J
~:;;~.(~
are indications that state welfare amount of food.
III
0lIS. ..... /- ~~
..
.~.2
authorities use their power as a
Stephen Arons, Director of the pVU'1;c;fs
-:'1'_' ~
. ','
club to prevent Negroes from reg- Thanksgiving Fast For Freedom,
l·tJ.~
I
istering to vote, sending their chiI- who recently returned from a trip ;;
dren to integrated schools, and to Mississippi, says, "When I vis- ~~A""J.
$c) wfAat
speaking out on abuses which they ited and talked with Negroes in
(,
o\l't
suffer.
Sunflower, Bolivar, and WaShing-~.
~"
Through this fast fund, Negroes ton Counties, I heard of and saw
'J k.4.
,~~
are gaining the food of which they th~, abuses which they suffered."
~~ * ..... +,eY'(.C
are otherwise deprived, and it is by
But I also saw the courage ,+ PI .....\c:c ... +Gi'I' M~k raMoove"'~
havIng thIs food that they are able which they displayed in organizing PI 01
(~
•
to "afford" to register and send into local communities to handle I,""'~ So ,CIt 1/+
l<ne+cO"I~
their children to school.
every aspect of the distribution of
Ir MIl. t !~
.
I
More important, it will
be the food provided by the 1964
'to
~
through the 1965 fast that self- Fast. And 1 knew that those stu- A",ol So .....ko.t :I .1..... t ~
help cooperatives will be fostered dents who took part in the Fast ~~.,/)tl~~ s.w.w"",trol ~Y
and Negroes will begin to gain would be gratified to see that not
lo",-~Iy;..,
economic independence.
only were they feeding needy peo- t:'V-A
"'lede; • i .
The Connecticut College Cabi- pIe; they were encouraging the denet and Administration has en- velopment of local leadership by ~ IJII)I~
"•
dorsed the fast. \Ve are among 70 sponsoring a poverty pro g ram.A$:(~
-:: A ... tI. $.
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colleges and universities that have which is truly being directed to
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Student Rights Movement
Mr. Carl Johnson spoke to students recently on civil rights and
student movements. The discussion
led by Mr. Johnson transcended
the theoretical level and produced
concrete suggestions for the stu·
dent.
Mr. Johnson, who presently at·
tends Wesleyan University, has
worked with SNCC in Georgia and
Mississippi, the Northern Student
Movement in Philadelphia and
Schenectady, and the Students
for a Democratic Society in New
Haven.
The Student Movement: Past,
Present, and Future was the subject of Mr. Johnson's discussion. He
traced the student protest from
Feb. 1, 1960, when four students
sat-in at"a Kresge counter in North
Carolina, through the Mississippi
Freedom Summer of 1964, to the
present issues of civil liberty and
Viet Nam. The movement of today
is in evidence in the "ghettoes of
the north," the cotton fields and
voting areas of the south, and on
man y campuses throughout the
country. Causes encompassed in
the protests are moving, Mr. Johnson believes, from the campus reform to such outside concerns as
the war in Viet Nam. The Civil
Rights and Pacifist concerns are being connected in many instances
which is not necessarily a proper
pairing. Howe"ver, many of the
same people, as well as those unconnected with Civil Rights activity, are at the front of protest
against immoral activities in the
southeast Asian conflict.
\Vhat can students do? What is
effective and appropriate on the
campus? The shocking instances of
injustice and lack of civil liberty
are known, the speaker said: KKK
members are easily acquitted of
murder; those effected by re-development are relocated six times in
seven years, moving from one hovel
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to another; atrocities !X'mmitted in
the name of the law ale condoned
by farcical police boards composed
of retired policemen; Martin Luther
King is unsuccessful in the naming
of the killing of a civil rights worker as a federal crime. After all, he
stated, it would only be tried by
men of the country in which it occured anyway. The verdict is not
really in question.
In response to these conditions,
Mr. Johnson has some positive and
constructive answers. He sees the
job on the campus as a means of
putting pressure on the men and
organizations in whose power it is
to change the situation. One faculty member suggested to a particularly outraged student who w;ished
to do something concrete to change
the present injustice that she write
to the Attorney General. Disagree
with Katzenbach's pessimism; protest the lack of creative government
response to these situations. As the
student movement develops from a
position of blatant defiance to a
more moderate view, powerful,
united student protests can force
action and change. Heretofore, it
has been the men affected, so the
men protest, particularly in regard
to the war proceedings. Men, therefore, will serve the jail sentences or
fight. Whe;tre is the female voice?
Mr. Johnson asks.
In the South, predicts Mr. Johnson, there will have to be redistribution of power, away from" the
pale white. In the north, the money·making slums must cease to be
first, a source of funds for a few
individuals and the city organization. Efforts should be concentrated on proper housing and the
human rights of the people invalved. The relocated people are
the issue.
Mr. Johnson is presently involved
in the re·development program in
New Haven.

Professor William McCloy to Speak
On Contemporary Trends In Art
William A. McCloy, professor of
art and department chairman, wiII
speak on Contemporary Trends in
Art November 18 at York University, Toronto, Canada, in conjunction with his one-man show at
the University which began November 1.
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Because the school has two campuses ten miles apart, the exhibition of 25 paintings and prints,
completed between 1932 and 1963,
will be moved from one campus to
the other during the month of
November. Mr. McCloy's talk also
wi!} be delivered at both places.
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Economy of India
Subject of Speech
"The Economy of India" will be
the topic of Mrs. Ruby Turner
Morris's speech November 8 at
4:30 p.m. in Pahner Auditorium.
Professor Morris, chairman of the
Economics department, spent last
year as a visiting professor and
lecturer at the University College
for Women in Hyderabad, India,
as a participant in the United
States - India Women's College
Exchange Program.
The program was initiated last
year through a United States Department of State grant and a
similar grant from the Danforth
Foundation.
Thirteen
American
women's
colleges participate in this program.
Each year six of these colleges
send one faculty member to India
to serve on the faculties of one of
six universities for women.
Through the return exchange
program, Mrs. Fatima Shuja'at of
the Osmania University College
for Women in Hyderabad, India,
has joined Connecticut's sociology
department as a guest lecturer this
semester.

Ski Movie Slated
For Tuesday Night
The annual John Jay ski movie
\vill be shO\-YJlTuesday, November
9, at 8 o'clock in Palmer Auditorium.
The feature length color film entitled "Silver Skus" will be presented by John Jay, in person. It is
sponsored by the Groton Chapter
of the AmeIican Field Service Foreign Student Exchange Program.
This year marks John Jay's 25th
anniversary in the ski-films industry. His special interest this year
in "Silver Skiis" is the ski areas of
the western United States. The fHm
will provide both an aerial and hilltop tour of the "High Route," the
100 mile trail from Zennatt to
Chamonix Vail Races, Alta, Stratton, Jackson Hole, and Aspen.
Tickets may be purchased in
Crozier-Williams, Room 222.

ConnCens
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Senior Symposium
Debates Baseball
And Philosphy

Graduate Students Indulge
In Foothall, Crozier, Studies
Connecticut College has its own fellow, has been interviewing enfootball team The game is played gaged couples as part of a study
00 our own hockey field by several of marital
choice. A second year
young men whose serious business graduate student, her thesis is
here is Psychology on the graduate concerned with modes of percepleveltion related to certain personality
Rwming subjects in Bill Hall, traits.
grabbing a cup of coffee in Crozier,
Addison Woodward, also in his
or striding to the post office, the second year, leads subjects wearnineteen men and eight women are ing "goggles" around campus to
as much a part of campus life as study adaptation to a visual tilt.
the undergraduates.
Both Miss Bums and Mr. WoodThe

post-graduates

are partici-

ward

are Research

Assistants,

the

pating in a program of study in former to Mr. Murstein, the latter:
which the clinical and research to Mr. Ebenholtz.
branches of psychology are clearly
Commenting generally on their
interrela ted,
life at Connecticut,
one of the
Six students are clinical research men said, «The gym department
interns at Connecticut State Men- has been very retentive with their

ta!

hospitals

two, Darlene facilities," Another suggested that
do work a punching bag, a weight lifting
at Hartford Hospital as part of room. and a handball court would
their physiological psychology pro- be welcomed additions.
A number reported being stopgram. Most of the students, howCohen

and

and Ann Robins,

ped by the Pinkerton men while
walking around campus at night.
One student read a description
George Woods, easily distinguishable by his full beard, is of our graduate psychology deconcentrating on a perimetric study partment in a psychology journal.
in visual adaptation. He is measur- The article mentioned only men.
ing the rate of adaptation to and He was "shocked" when he rethe rate of decay from the visual ceived the regular Bulletin of the
tilt. Woods was recently married school and discovered Connecticut
to the former Cynthia Barnes, who was a women's college. Two said
received her M.A. in Psychology that if the car stickers said Connecticut College and not Connecfrom Connecticut
last June.
they
Neal Meyer, a Teaching Assis- ticut College for Women,
tant in Introductory Psychology; would buy a lot of them; the preshas begun work on his thesis topic ent stickers cause a "lack of iden"Activity in the male rat as a tity."
Another student noted that the
function of endocrinological
factors." Meyer is especially interest- habit of holding doors for women
ed in the effect of the male her- "extinguishes quickly", especially
in the post office.
mone, testerona.
A first year student who felt
Thomas McNamara, an 0 the r
second year student, is working in somewhat uncomfortable when he
was the only male in Crozier adthe area of perception.
Catherine
Hill, who occupies mitted with a smile "Now I kind of
housefellow quarters at Blackstone, like itl"
commented on the undergraduates:
Another said that it was worth"They're
just like at Wheaton while to come here for the experi(She is Wheaton '65)-no differ- ence of being in the extreme mience. I haven't met a girl here of nority.
All termed
the underwhom I can't say that I knew one graduates "bright girls" and some
just like her at Wheaton."
also described them as responsive
Rosemary Bums, another house- and lots of fun.
ever, take a general
psychology course.

experimental

By jann

Mackenzie

Overheard recently upon entering a faculty member's home: two

~ the benefit of the college as a
;Whole,
Active student interest in dramatic societies has risen to a great
extent in the past two years.
One reason for this increase (in
addition to the super-abundance
of
dramatic talent in the senior class)
can be attributed in part to the introduction of drama students from

Yale to direct Wig and Candle productions. Another is the influx of
Yale undergrads

to act in male roles ing hoard,

which were formerly difficult to fill
Pat

Dale,

the organization last year.
In addition to lectures and production of drama, Experimental
Theatre is now sponsoring a playreading group which Miss Endel
hopes will appeal to the large number of girls interested in drama but
unable to devote the time which
most dramatic activity requires.
Miss Endel was very pleased
with the interest displayed at the
organization's
first meeting.
She
thinks this response is indicative of
the large percentage
of students
who would have enjoyed working
in the organization but held back
because of limitations on their time.
In the past, students have also
withheld for other reasons. One of
the most salient of these is that participation in the technical end of
production
presupposes
a certain
amount of skill, such as "knowing
the ropes" and operating the light-

former

president

Bob Cohen, last year's Wig and

of Candle

director,

did much to cor-

Wig and Candle, notes that last rect this problem by holding special
year the introduction of fresh talent
from Yale created more excitement
over dramatic productions than had
previously been the case. The number of girls eager to participate in
both acting and in technical capacities increased.
Experimental
Theatre
unfortunately did not fare as well last year

classes in lighting instruction.
While the facilities available for
drama are not a significant barrier
to producing more plays than are
presently scheduled, the size of the
Palmer stage is cumbersome
for
small productions and requires the
building of much scenery. Such activity is not only time-consuming

as Wig and Candle,

but costly,

Space is available in Crozier-WilSusie Endel, president, has instituted some interesting
new pro- liams for small experimental plays,
grams which will undoubtedly re- although this is not an ideal locavive much of the latent interest tion. Hopefully, the new music and
which faded with the inactivity of arts building will provide some ac-
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Archeological ''Dig'' Provides
Challenging Opportunity For
European,Summer Study
The

Association

for

Cultural

they wish

to join after ODe week

members of the philosophy depart- Exchange provides the student with of study,
With the completion of the inment avidly contesting the others' a challenge and novel opportunity
obviously mistaken choice of the
World Series winner-a
topic far
removed from the realm of academia, but not a totally unusual
subject at the philosophy senior
symposium.
Once a month, the faculty and
senior majors of the philosophy department congregate at the home of
the department chairman, Mr. Robert Jordan, for a lively academic
and social evening.
This group, unique on ow' campus, was instituted two years ago
by Jordan as an occasion for both
philosophical
discussion and further acquaintance between the faculty and seniors of the department.
An article from a recent journal
is assigned for each meeting. The
subject is dissected, analyzed, and
debated
until the discussion
is
deemed complete to the satisfaction
of the majority.
Ass 0 r ted hors d'oeuvres are
served, and the once basically formal discussion breaks down into
smaller, more informal groul?s.
For several hours "hot debates"
continue on topics including a continuation of the evening's main subject, typical campus gripes, recent
sports events, ticklish philosophical
issues, the most recent movies, ad
infinitum. The 12 o'clock curfew
calls an end to the evening.
The symposium affords the small
group an opportunity to meet with
faculty on a more informal basis
than that of the ordinary classroom
atmosphere.
Student-teacher
relations seem no longer so clear cut;
both meet on a social and academic level.
The change is a stimulating and
welcome one. The advantages of a
small college and its possibilities in
providing individual student treatment have been made manifest in
a vital area.

Increasing Student Interest Gives Needed
Incentive to Campus Dramatic Activities
By Eleanor Abdella
Involvement
in extracurricular
activities is becoming increasingly
more an integral part of student
life on the Connecticut
Campus.
Fewer students appear to consider
activities as "time-wasters"
or as
burdensome obligations.
On the contrary, students appear
to regard participation as a chance
to exercise their individual talents
and as an opportunity to contribute

Monday,

us

to spend the summer in Europeon an archeological «dig".

The program

begins July

11 for a "dig" related to their field of

with a three week course given at specialization.
In 1965, students,
Wesbninister College, Oxford, A
general survey is offered to those
with no previous archeological experience,
while more advanced
students attend a course for specialists.
The academic program consists
of three classes each morning. Alternate afternoons are devoted to
field visits, museum trips, or practical work.
Previous field trips have taken
the archeologists
to Stonehenge,
Winchester,
and .rhe Chedworth
Roman Villa.
The practical aspect is programmed to acquaint the participant
with the techniques of archeology.
The work includes section drawing,
basic surveying and leveling, identification of finds, and classification
and dating.
Students choose the expedition

with a sixday work-week, joined «digs" at an
Iron-Age hill fort on the Welsh

Marches,
a Roman
town near
Stratford-on-Avon,
a des e r ted

Medieval village in Buckinghamshire, and Norman castles in Norfolk and Oxfordshtre.
Total program expenses are 675
dollars, including round trip trans-

portation

from

New

York,

ex-

cursions, the course at Winchester
College, and room and board.
Students with B+ averages may
apply for 200 dollar scholarships,

Applications for 1966 must meet a
January 1 deadline.
Interested students should contact: Ian Lowson; United States
Representative;
Association
for

Cultural Exchange, 539 West 112
Street,
10025,

New

York,

New

York,

Two on a "dig"

Adult Education Program Offers
Area Residents College Courses

commodation
for the staging of
small drama.
The lack of interest that typified
past years cannot be ignored. Only
six people tried out for last year's
Sophomore Compet Play, which required roles for seven characters.
Disregarding Junior Show, campus reaction to student creative endeavcrs has been appalling. Only a
handful were present in the audtence for the Compet Plays, no more
than 50 for "Sabrina Faire.'
If the present trend of enthusiasrn continues and active leadership takes hold to guide those who
have held back in the past, campus
reaction will improve in conespondence to the improved quality
of dramatic art.
It would be invalid to suggest
that those girls who devote time to
the dramatic
societies
consider
themselves to be doing "something
less important" at the expense of
their studies.
Several girls who have been
most active in college dramatics report that their work has been most!
gratifying from a creative stand-

Attendance
at New London's
adult education
courses held at
Connecticut College numbers approximately one hun d red
per
course.
Professor John C. Perry, a participating instructor in the program,
believes this is "quite extraordinary."
He says it is "an interesting
manifestation of the intellectual interests of older citizens."
The New London Department of
Education has offered adult education courses since 1890. For the
past twenty-five years Connecticut
College has cooperated by offering
college level courses to anyone who
is interested.
Mr. John Troland, director of
New London's adult education program, explained that the people of
New London wishing to participate
should communicate
their interests to him. He will then attempt to
match their interests to a course at
the College.
The New London Department of
Education
employs the professor
suggested by the College and rents

point..

space in which to hold the class,

This attitude is not exclusive for
the director, the actresses, and the
set designer. There are many interested girls on campus who cannot
direct. act or design, but who participate
willingly when help is

troductory period, they undertake
practical evacuation. They depart

The classes are free to New
London residents and at a minimal fee to non-residents. No direct
federal aid is available for such a
program, but state aid is allocated
according to the number of people
attending.
needed.
Two ten-week courses are offered
The girl who came to pull the each year in the fall and spring.
curtain is giving the time and the The class meets once a week for
talent that she has to offer ... It is two hours.
enough that she carne.
Through the years a variety of

subjects has been offered: English
literature, economics, music, Russian history, religion.
This semester Perry is teaching
a course in Japanese Civilization.
Second semester, Associate Professor Edgar Mayhew will instruct a
course in the American Arts.
The courses are strictly noncredit,. but the course-content
is
college level. Although there are
no exams or prepared reports, the
professors often suggest material
for collateral reading.
Troland believes that Connecttcut's .role in the program
was
motivated by a willingness to be of
public service to the New London
community. He added that the College's participation promotes a cooperative relationship between the
College and the people of .New
London.
He finds that a majority of the
participants are college graduates,
and many are professional people.
"In this program,"
states TroIand, "they can be stimulated by
something of a live intellectual nature."

Of the hundred people enrolled
in Perry's
Japanese
Civilization
class, many are «regulars" who have
attended all the classes for several
years.
"It seems," remarked Troland,
«they are enthused no matter what
subjects are offered."
Troland praised both the program and Connecticut College "for
giving the people of New London
a chance to share in what the College has to offer."
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Ten Japanese Artists
To Exhibit at Lyman Allyn
An exhibition of the works of ten town, and

young Japanese painters will be on
display in Lyman Allyn museum
from November 7 to December 24.
The eighteen works are modem and
abstract and reflect the influence
of New York City where the artists
have recently

worked and/or

stud-

ied.
Nobumitsu· Fukui studied at the
Art Students
League and the
Brooklyn Museum Art School. He
has exhibited in the Larry Aldrich
Collection, Krannert Museume University of Illinois, and in a one-man
show at the Daniels Gallery.
Hiroshi Hattori annually exhibits

at the Yoseido Gallery.
Toshio Iwasa has studied with
Macanari Murai. He has exhibited
at the Modem Art Association, and
in a one-man show at the Yoseido

Galley.
Isamu Kawai studied with Nobuya Abe, and has shown at the

Muramatsu Gallery and in a group
showing, "Six Painters

and Sculp-

tors," at the Riverside Museum.
Takeshi Kawashima studied at
the Mushashino Art School. He has
shown his works in Tokyo and at
the Yomiuri Newspaper Independent Art Exhibit. In the United
States, he participated in the Museum of Modern Art's travelling exhibition, 'The New Japanese Painting and Sculpture," in a show at
the Chrysler Museum at Province-

in a show of works by
Japanese artists at the Tokyo Gallery in New York.
Reiji Kimura exhibited in Japan
Honolulu, and New York at th~
Museum of Modem Art, and the
Tokyo Gallery.
Tatsuc Kondo participated in the
Shinseisaku exhibit, Epoque Art
Exhibit, the Yomiuri exhibit and
the Young Asians Exhibit. In New
York he won the Emily Lowe Competition Award at the Nihonbashi
Gallery in 1964.
Masaaki Kusumoto has shown his
work in Japan, and in the Museum
of Modem Art travelling exhibit.
Tadaaki Kuwayama has exhibited in Chicago, Pittsburgh, Toronto,
Washington, Boston, and
New
York.
Rakuko Naito is the wife of Kuwayarna. She has exhibited in To.
ronto, Cincinnati, and New York.
Her "op" creations have inspired
designers of women's dresses, men's
pajamas, and kerchiefs.
The works of these artists represent a variety of modem art styles.
Fukui, Hattori, Iwasa, Kawashima,
Kusumoto, Kuwayama, and Naito
have presented works in acrylic
polymer on canvas; Kawai is exhibiting a construction in plywood; Kimura is presenting a collage with
metallic paint on canvas; and Kondo has worked with oil on canvas.

Film ~ociety in Planning Stage
The development of a Connecticut College Film Society is
now in the planning stage. The
purpose. of the proposed Society
would be to foster interest in the
serious study of Rim as an art.
Through the Society, interested
students and faculty would be able
to view a programmed selection of
film classics and participate in discussion sessions. Films would be
shown every three weeks at a nominal fee, estimated at 50¢. Although
Connecticut College now offers an
excellent film series each Saturday
night, the Society would provide a
further exploration into the film
medium.
Diana Rabenold, a leading student in the planning of the Film
Society, said that three levels of
participation would be offered: (1)
occasional viewers, (2) regular
viewers, probably subscribing to

the entire series in advance, and
(3) full members of the Society,
participating in discussions centered around the films and the
medium itself.
"Members of the third group,"
continued Diana, "would be given
the chance to develop their powers
of criticism and appreciation
through the study of the development and meaning of the film."
"Selection of RIms, invitation of
speakers, accumulation of literature
on film, and other related functions would also belong to the third
group."
It is necessary that students who
are definitely interested in the establishment of the Society show
their support by returning the reply forms that will be circulated
tomorrow to Diana Rabenold, Box
1353.

Open House
Come To
Senior Melodrama
and see
"Fireman Save My Child"
Thursday, November

11

Great Men Make for Great
Moments. That's why invitations
have been sent to Williams and
Princeton. Of course, we didn't
forget old standbys ... we invited
Yale, Brown, Trinity and Wesleyan. We tried for complete coverage. We tried just a little bit
harder. That's why Crozier, November 5th will be just a little bit
better. Come to Hawaii. '67,-better
yet.

at 8 p. rn.

Correction

in Palmer Auditorium

Conn Census- would like
to extend its appreciation to
the Personnel Bureau for the
story on the summer employment of Connecticut College students in the November 1 issue.

Found in the Arboretum: a blue
bike (Sears). It can be claimed by
the owner at the Greenhouse. See
Mr. Stengel or Mr. Niering.
ROCCO'S BEAUTY SALON
80 Broad Street

CAPITOL
THEATRE
Wed., Nov. 3-Wed., Nov. 10
CASANOVA 70
with
MARCELLO MASTROIANNI
and VIRNA L1SI

Draft Boards Hit
Graduate Students
(CPS)
Students on this campus and those
in other college communities may
soon consider the war in Viet Nam
as more than a conventional topic.
Many local draft boards have recently verified rumors about student deferments by serving draft
notices to several graduate students.
The build-up of active duty
forces has resulted in rising montWy
quotas and the tightening of deferment requirements.
Selective
Service officials encourage a policy
of academic deferment, but local
boards are finding themselves unable to meet the quotas without a
more stringent course on student
classifications.
Pennsylvania Selective Service
Director Henry M. Gross warned
students that "Deferment is not for
the benefit of the student but for
the benefit of the nation. U at any
time a board determines that a de.
ferment does not benefit the nation, it can jake it away."
Local boards in New York City
have already used this reasoning.
At least five students working toward doctorates at Columbia have
been notified of deferment reviews.
One of the students who is also
president of the Student Council
has been told to report for a preinduction physical. New York University and Fordham University
announce that one student at each
of the schools has reported the denial of his application for deferment.
Student induction procedures
h a v e also reached Boston. At
Harvard, at least four law students
from Oklahoma and Maryland were
reported to have been denied student classification. The Harvard
Crimson said that one of the students had been told that he could
not even receive a l-AC classification which would allow him to
finish the year.
One clerk of a Jocal draft board
said that a registrant's course of
study and grades were both considered in granting a deferment.
A student of the social sciences
would be reclassified I-A (draftable) before a student of engineer.
Ing or the "natural sciences. This
could lead to the revaluation of a
student's own thinking and an increase in decisions which favor the
selection of majors vital to the
national concern,
Russell S. Beecher, a Harvard
instructor who often counsels students on military matters, said that
the reclassification of students appeared to be "scattered incidents"
but there was some fear that it
"might become a trend:' If such
a trend is established, it would most
likely bring about a change in the
attitude of college students toward
the Viet Nam situation. Personal
contact and actual effect have a
strong influence on thinking. The
repercussions would be felt even
in a female college. The future of
many "attached" Connecticut students could be altered as a result
of the increasing draft possibilities
of their student "attachments".

New London Camera
Co.

Gaining fame from its reputation
for orchestral virtuosity, and its renowned conductor Kiril Kondrashin, the Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra will present a truly Russian
program for its Wednesday,
0vember 10 concert.
The concert, given by one of
Moscow's most popular orchestras,
will open the 1965-66 Concert Series at Connecticut College in Palmer Auditorium at 8:30. If the
success of the Leningrad Orchestra
two seasons ago is any indication,
the Moscow Philharmonic's first trip
to the U. S. should meet with equal
acclaim,
Kiril Kondrashtn, who became
the chief conductor of the Moscow
Philharmonic Orchestra in 1960,
holds the coveted title of "Honored artist of the U.S.S.B:' He hal;
displayed his unlimited energy, versatility, and virtuosity conducting
the orchestra during the Moscow

Kiri! Kondrashin conducting the Moscow Philhannonic
TOPIC OF CANDOR
(Continued from Page 2)
petty thief arrested in 1830, 1831,
1833 and subsequently in 1845 for
malpractice is not similar to that of
Derange, it is very possible that
Derange chose the name Pierre before the friendship ended in May
of 1830, when it is said that Piquedent extracted Derange's teeth as a
practical joke.
I admit that this is very exaggerated but the main point must
be evident. Although we are wellinformed on the personal details
of the novelist's life, we have
left poor wailing Marie tripping
through the woods unaware of the
perils (and there must be some)
which may befall her. What she's
doing there, why she's crying, and
what kind of a fellow this Pierre is
will not be known until we plow
through at least fifteen more of
these magnfficantly helpful notes,
and who knows what might happen
before then?

ON CAMPUS
EVERY TUESDAY ANO FRIOAY
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LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING
COLO FUR STORAGE

COURTESY
DRUG STORE
119 State St.
442-5857
Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Charge Accounts
Photo Developing
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86 State Street

...

FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!

_

KLINGERMAN

Hotel Reservations

And who has Heaas? We do'

Air Tickets
Holiday Reservations

Travel, Inc.

Orchestra

OTTO AIMETTI

AT THE

European Tours

ORIENTAL GIFTS
is Green Street
New London, Conn.

State Symphony's visit in the U.S.
and in appearances with Van Cliburn.
The program will open with "lslamey, Oriental Fantasy" by Balakirev-Casella. Balakirev, a famous
nineteenth century Russian composer, originally wrote this piece
for the piano. Its descriptive and
sometimes wild and barbaric mood,
as well as its colorfulness made it
suitable for transcription for orchestra by the twentieth century Italian
composer Casella.
The Ninth Symphony, op. 70, by
Shostakovich is an appealing work
to audiences as it is without the extreme dissonances usually found in
other works by this composer.
As an appropriate finale, the
Moscow Philharmonic wiII end its
program with Tchaikovsky's tuneful and emotional Symphony No.6
in B minor (the "Pathetique").

Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Custom Tailoring

FAR EAST HOUSE

students

Moscow Philharmonic
To Present Russian
Program Here

443-7395

Extreme Discounts Plus
Service
158 State Street
New London, Conn.

** *
**

443-2138
20% off to college
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Steamship

Tickets

Phone 443·2855
For the Best in Travel Service
11 Bank St., New LonClon

SKI CHALET

vaLl
Route 12

Gales Ferry
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College Students Find Fun, Experience
In Summer Jobs in Foreign Countries
The summer
employment
of
Connecticut students was multiple
and diverse.
The most unique
foreign and domestic pursuits were
itemized by the personnel bureau.
Job experiences in foreign countries constitutes the first of two
articles.
A sign in Farming might send
one to a kfbbuta in Israel or swimming in the River Jordan.
That was the experience of Gail
Weintraub
last spring. Until that
time, she had been tom by the
dual desire both to work and to
visit Israel. The "Summer in Kibbutz" program, run by the Jewish
Agencies in New York, gave Miss
Weintraub an opportunity to combine both her interests.
Along with students
from 38
states and three Canadian
provinces, she spent ten weeks in the
state of Israel. The program was
set up for approximately
seven
weeks of work on jhe kibbutz (an
Israeli collective fann) and three
weeks of travel.
On the Kfar Blum Kibbutz in
the Upper Galilee region of Israel,
Miss Weintraub
was one of 25
summer residents from the United
States and France.
While on the kibbutz,
Miss
Weintraub worked along with the
sabra (the native Israeli) in the
pear fields, packing fruit, in the
dining room, nursery, hospital, or
in the Hower garden.
The American visitors were given some Hebrew lessons and attended many Informal programs
run by the officers of the commune.
Miss Weintraub
acquired
much
practical
information
about
the
economic, social, and agricultural
aspects of the IsreaIi state.
She worked an average of six
hours each day. Her labor was,
for the most part, picking fruit in
the pear fields surrounding
the
kibbutz.
In the evening there was free
time for seeing French, American,

or Italian movies with Hebrew
subtitles or dubbing.
Then there were the three weeks
of travel, which Miss Weintraub
extended to four. She and a companion spent an evening with Mr.
Ben Gurion and Mr. Ted Kcllek
atrd their wives. The informal meeting afforded Miss Weintraub a first
hand chance to begin to understand the nature of Israel's most
loquacious leader.
There were many experiences
during the course of the summer
which
were
extremely
thought
provoking.
During a ten-minute
respite from her field work, Miss
Weintraub
witnessed
the senseless murder of three young children who were playing in the cotton
fields surrounding the kibbutz. The
shots were fired by some triggerhappy Syrians on a lark.
The world is indeed a "small
place." While in the kibbutz, Miss
Weintraub was visited by another
Connecticut College student, Miss
Betty Glover.
In pursuit of her summer activities, Miss Weintraub
plans
to
spend next year at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem, on Connecticut's Independant
Study Program.
Miss Cathy Hull also worked
very hard abroad this summer. She
was employed in Paris with Christian Dior.
«It was great," Miss Hull said.
Miss Hull worked as a salesgirl in the men's boutique, selling
such items as 50 dollar white
handkerchiefs.
«It was exciting to be at Dtor's,
but when we were working hard,
it could have been Alexander's,"

Mannequins

she remarked.
Her day was 14 hours long with
a 15 minute break for lunch. Most
amazing, said Miss Hull, was writing out a bill for over 100 dollars,
without a flinch from the customer.
The opportunity
to speak to
the Parisian on a daily basis was
perhaps
the most rewarding
aspect of the summer. The exodus
of the French from Paris begins
earlier each year, and Miss Hull
felt that if it had not been for
this employment she might never
have had the chance to meet the
French people.
The co-worker's at Dior's could
not really understand
why a girl
from America would want to come
all the way to Paris to work, but
Miss Hull says it was the only way
to go. "Just wonderful ....
," she
commented.
Miss Annette Allwardt placed an
ad in the New York Times, and
it carried her even beyond Paris.
Offering herself as an interpreter,
she was given the chance to work
on the translation
of a Gennan
play.
Written by Paul Poertner, the
play "Sillouettes" was being readied for possible Broadway
production. The work itself taught
Miss Allwardt all the mechanics
involved in writing comedy for
American audiences.
It involved
the creation of living dialogue.
Each line and the situation had to
be adapted to suit American tastes.
Miss AIlwardt was on the set
of the movie, on call for many
gruelling hours each day.
The summer employment afforded her an opportunity
to revisit
her homeland, Germany.

Mademoiselle

should
vary beProkssor Bernard J. M urstein of time involved
the Psychology department has re- tween three and four hours and will
quested volunteers for the second take place at a mutually convenient
phase of a research project on mari- place to be arranged by contacting
Miss Rosemary Burns, Box 1626.
tal choice.
A private interview room on the
The project,
sponsored
by a
ational Institute of Mental Health campus has been set aside for this
grant" has as its purpose the in- purpose. Only one person can be
vestigation of the psychological and tested at a time and all' data will be
sociological factors influencing the confidentially treated, with coded
numbers rather than names apchoice of a possible spouse.
Dr. Murstein is looking for 16 pearing on the questionnaires.
At the conclusion
of testing,
couples seriously considering marwill receive
a
riage to participate in the study. each participant
Persons who are engaged but who check for two dollars.
In about five or six months each
do not plan to marry before January 1, 1966 are eligible as are in- person will be contacted by mail
dividuals who are not formally and asked to fill out and return a
engaged but who are seriously at- brief questionnaire taking no more
than five minutes to complete.
tached or pinned.
When this envelope is received,
Persons who participated in the
the remaining three dollars will be
study last year are not eligible.
Each participant will receive five mailed to tde participants promptly.
dollars.
Dr. Murstein said last week that
The participant will have an interview, some personality tests and about 14 of a needed 30 couples
a brief questionnaire.
The total had been signed up.
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WANTED
No Competition. To service and set up new accounts
in exclusive territory. Investment secured by fast
moving inventory of amazing plastic coating used on
all types of surfaces, interior or exterior. Eliminates
waxing when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces.
Minimum Investment - $500
Maximum Investment - $12,000
details write or call:
PHONE: 314 AX-I-1500
MERCHANDISING
DIVISION
P.O. BOX 66
ST. ANN, MISSOURI 63074

Sandler

For

CARWIN'S

House of Cards
50 State

Marital Selection Project Continues
Campus Fiances Called to Volunteer

Fashions in Footwear
115 State St.
442-8870

Street

Cards for Every Occasion

gifts
Adores

tokens

Pappagallo

Bass Weejuns

troll dolls

THE YARN CENTER
FORMERLY
THE ELEANOR SHOP
Under

New Management

9 Union Street

442-3723

GARDE
THEATRE
Starting
Wednesday,
Nov.

BEST WAYS FOR HOLIDA Y TRAVEL
TO NEW YORK

AIRPORTS
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AND BRADLEY FIELD
JUST ASK FOR
MRS. SAWYER
DIAL 887-2525

DELUXE LOW-COST.
CHARTER BUS COMFORT,
DIRECT TO AND FROM
THE CAMPUS.
GREAT FOR GROUPS
Girl talk. Boy talk.

OR -LUXURY
If You Can't
10

ELVIS PRESLEY
and
MARY ANN MOBLEY
in
HARUM SCARUM
also
CLARENCE
THE CROSS-EYED LION

LIMOUSINE SERVICE

Go or Return With the "Gang"

All talk goes better refreshed.
Coca-Cola - with a Iiveiy lift
and never too sweet - refreshes best.

:-~--

things

go

b~~th

Departs Mohican Hotel Twice-Daily, All Weather,
Dlred To Your Airline Terminal. No Baggage-Toting.
See Your Travel Agent or Call

THAMES VALLEY TRANSPORTATION

443-8958

COke
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Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
COCA-COLABOffilNG CO. OF NEW LONOON,CONN.

